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A brief note on liability



A brief note on liability
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Product liability for developers

Product liability
without automation

Product liability
with automation?

(A bigger slice of a smaller pie of total liability?)



Is this a problem?

“The prospect of liability for catastrophic accidents 
resulting from a failure of [automated vehicle control 

systems] will likely deter entities from becoming 
involved with AVCS and impede its development 

unless the federal government adopts some or all of 
the legislative [limits on liability].”

Advanced Vehicle Control Systems:
Potential Tort Liability for Developers

(1993)



This is testable!

• 1993 report’s recommendations were not adopted

• Automakers released many of the technologies

• Many companies now investing heavily in R&D

• Several have “accepted” current liability regime



Many firms already “accept” liability
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Public expectations matter!

Liability often depends on the
perceived reasonableness

of a company or its product 



The public safety case

• To manage public expectations

• To obtain an approval or exemption
(my proposal)



To manage public expectations

• A developer shares its safety philosophy with 
the public through data and analysis:

• How does the developer define, design for, 
establish, and monitor reasonable safety over 
the lifetime of its system?

• What are the system’s risks and opportunities?



To obtain an approval or exemption

• A developer seeks a regulatory approval or 
exemption

• The developer makes a public argument for 
the safety of its system

• The regulator, with input from the public, 
evaluates the reasonableness of that 
argument

• The regulator exercises substantial discretion 
and receives substantial deference



Why a public safety case matters

• Regulators can’t have all the answers – but they 
can get better at asking key questions

• Developers need space for technical innovation

• Regulators need space for regulatory innovation

• The public is an essential partner



As an option or an obligation

• A lot is already legal! 
• Developers can always choose to comply with or seek to 

change existing law
• Nonetheless:

– There are some regulatory gates
– There may be some legal obstacles
– There will be a post-crash minefield

• A public safety case can be a stick or carrot



Predicates for a public safety case

• More expansive and explicit exemption authority (federal 
and state)

• Cultivation of technology-agnostic safety expertise

• More robust public disclosure mechanisms



My prediction

When an automated driving developer shares
its safety philosophy with the public 

through data and analysis…

…automated driving will be truly imminent.
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